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INTRODUCTION 

Tinkers, Itinerants, Pavee, Minceir, Lucht Siúil, these are just some of the names 

given to a unique group of people who are known collectively as the Irish Travellers. 

Throughout their history, the Travellers have represented a minority of the population in 

Ireland. The Traveller culture is a subset of Irish culture. According to an Irish Traveller 

support group,  

Travellers are a minority ethnic group, documented as being part of Irish society 
for centuries. Travellers have a long shared history and value system, their own 
language, customs and traditions. The distinctive Traveller lifestyle and culture, 
based on a nomadic tradition, sets Travellers apart from the sedentary population 
or 'settled people'.  1

While Travellers have lived in Ireland for centuries, they have not always mingled well 

with the general Irish population. There is a tremendous need for the gospel to make an 

impact on Irish Traveller culture.  

In order to better understand the spiritual needs of the Traveller community, one 

must first examine the history of the Travellers and the laws put into place regarding their 

culture. After studying their history, it is absolutely essential to understand their culture 

and customs. Finally, this paper will seek to suggest some ministry strategies one might 

use to reach this community. The Travellers are in desperate spiritual need as they cling 

to traditions, Catholicism, and superstition rather than trusting in Jesus Christ alone for 

salvation. 

 Sligo Traveller Support Group, “Irish Travellers,” Stsg.ie http://www.stsg.ie/ irishtraveller/ 1

(accessed August 15, 2013).
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HISTORY OF THE TRAVELLERS 

Before studying the Traveller culture, one should first examine their history. 

Surrounding the Traveller community is a capricious, yet fascinating story of a group of 

people who are set in their ways. The Travellers are primarily located in Ireland, but have 

spread to a few other countries. The Irish Traveller Movement website states,  

There are an estimated 25,000 Travellers in Ireland, making up more than 4,485 
Traveller families. This constitutes approximately 0.5% of the total national 
population. It is estimated that an additional 15,000 Irish Travellers live in Britain, 
with a further 10,000 Travellers of Irish descent living in the United States of 
America.  2

The Traveller community is quite present in these areas of the world and their persistence 

in refusing to change their ways continues to designate them as a separate community. 

While the Traveller population in Ireland only consists of about half a percent of the 

population, statistics show that the population numbers are on the rise. The 2011 census 

reports that the population has now climbed to 29, 573 and it seems that it will continue 

to rise.  3

 Representing a minority of the Irish population, the Irish Travellers are a 

fascinating group to study. Although there are similarities between Travellers and 

Romany Gypsies, they are completely different ethnic groups. There are numerous 

 Irish Traveller Movement, “About Irish Travellers,” Itmtrav.ie http://itmtrav.ie/irishtravellers 2

(accessed August 15, 2013).

 Central Statistics Office, “Census 2011 Results,” Cso.ie http://www.cso.ie/en/newsandevents/ 3

pressreleases/2012pressreleases/pressreleasecensus2011profile7religionethnicityandirishtravellers/ 
(accessed August 15, 2013).
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Romany Gypsies located throughout Europe; however, one should not mistake Travellers 

for being Romany Gypsies. One Romany Gypsy who writes for the Traveller’s Times 

states, “A lot of Romany Gypsies are very angry at Irish Travellers in terms of the way 

our two identities are confused…We're two separate ethnic groups.”  Travellers would 4

also maintain that they are totally separate from Romany Gypsies. 

 One must inevitably wonder where the Travellers originated and how their history 

progressed. This question is debated by numerous scholars. Some believe that the 

Travellers became a people group after Oliver Cromwell displaced thousands of Irish 

people from their lands in the 1600s.  Meanwhile, others claim that Travellers first took 5

to the roads during the horrific potato famine of the mid 1800s.  While both of these 6

events may have boosted the number of Travellers in Ireland, there is evidence that the 

origin of the Travellers dates back even further. 

 Many scholars and Travellers agree that the origins of the Travelling community 

date back to the fifth century during pre-Celtic times. These nomadic groups had a 

distinct language that has been passed down for generations. It is difficult to piece 

together all of Travellers’ histories due to the fact that their culture is based on oral 

tradition. One author states,  

Irish Travellers have their roots in a Celtic (and possibly pre Celtic) nomadic 
population in Ireland. They are very definitely not Roma (or Gypsies). Neither are 

 Rebecca Cafe, “Dale Farm: Who are the UK’s Travellers?” BBC, September 23, 2011, http://4

www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-15020118 (accessed August 15, 2013).

 Brendan Koerner, “What is an Irish Traveler?” Slate, September 24, 2002, http://www.slate.com/5

articles/news_and_politics/explainer/2002/09/what_is_an_irish_traveler.html (accessed August 15, 2013).

 Traveller Heritage, “History and Language,” Travellerheritage.ie http://www.travellerheritage.ie/6

history_and_language.asp (accessed August 15, 2013).
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Travellers the product of An Gorta Mor or the ‘Great Hunger’ of 1843 - 50. While 
the original Irish nomadic population may have been supplemented at various 
times in Irish history by dispossessed labourers and other marginalised people, 
there was clearly a distinct Traveller population before the famine.  7

This group of nomadic bards originating during pre-Celtic times passed on their distinct 

language and culture through the ages. Certainly their ranks were bolstered during the 

British oppression and the Great Hunger, but their origin lays hundreds of years earlier. 

Language researchers have discovered that the Traveller language—called Shelta, 

Gammon, or The Cant—originated in pre-Celtic times and is a derivative of ancient 

Gaelic.  The Traveller community has changed throughout the centuries; however, it 8

seems that their origin is quite ancient and unique. 

 After centuries of living in Ireland and maintaining their distinct lifestyle and 

culture, many Irish Travellers decided to immigrate to the United Kingdom and the 

United States. There were two primary waves of immigration from Ireland to the United 

Kingdom, one originating during the Great Famine and the other after the Second World 

War.  The Travellers moved to these new countries in order to find work and to increase 9

their quality of life.  

 Recently, studies to determine whether Irish Travellers are truly an ethnic 

minority were conducted. A group of geneticists at the University of Edinburgh and the 

 Robbie McVeigh, “The History of Irish Travellers,” The Pavee Céilidh Website http://7

irishtraveller.org.uk/pavee/origins.htm (accessed August 15, 2013).

 David Keys, “Academics Suggest Irish Travellers are Remnant of pre-Celtic Culture,” The 8

Independent, March 27, 2005, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/academics-suggest-irish-
travellers-are-remnant-of-preceltic-culture-6149659.html (accessed August 15, 2013).

 The Pavee Céilidh Website, “Coming to Britain,” Irishtraveller.org.uk http://irishtraveller.org.uk/9

pavee/coming.htm (accessed August 15, 2013).
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Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin took blood samples from forty Travellers around 

the country. After analysing their data, the scientists reached the conclusion that Irish 

Travellers are a unique ethnic minority. One of the researchers stated, “Travellers are a 

distinct genetic group as different from the settled Irish as Icelanders are from 

Norwegians.”  Due to these findings, Ireland faces the impending need to—like Great 10

Britain—recognise the Irish Travellers as an official ethnic minority. 

 Although the Irish Travellers find recognition from the Irish government as a 

community with special provisions, they are not legally recognised as an ethnic minority. 

The Council of Europe recently issued a statement calling on the Irish government to 

legally recognise the Irish Travellers as an ethnic minority with the hope of curbing 

discrimination in the labor force and in health care treatment.  In response to this report, 11

the Irish government declared that achieving ethnic minority status for the Travellers was 

an ongoing issue. The government affirmed that “all the protections afforded to ethnic 

minorities in EU directives and international conventions apply to Travellers in 

Ireland.”  The Irish government attempted to help the Traveller community by enacting 12

the Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act of 1998 which obliged all local authorities 

 Jennifer Hough, “DNA Study: Travellers a Distinct Ethnicity,” Irish Examiner, May 31, 2011, 10

http://www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/health/dna-study-travellers-a-distinct-ethnicity-156324.html 
(accessed August 15, 2013).

 Suzanne Lynch, “Travellers ‘excluded’ From Labour Force,” The Irish Times, April 20, 2013, 11

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/travellers-excluded-from-labour-force-1.1366345 (accessed 
August 15, 2013). 

 Patrick Counihan, "Irish Government Told to Recognize Travelling Community as an Ethnic 12

Minority,” IrishCentral, April 20, 2013, http://www.irishcentral.com/news/ Irish-government-told-to-
recognize-Travelling-Community-as-an-ethnic-minority-203904651.html?page=2 (accessed August 15, 
2013).
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to create halting sites where Travellers could park their caravans.  13

Before this Housing Act was passed, some strict laws were passed in 1992 and 

1993. The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1992 provided local authorities with 

more power to evict illegally parked caravans. In 1993 the Roads Act granted even more 

power to enforce evictions. This law stated the following:  

Any person who parks a caravan on a national road, busway, motorway, or 
protected road shall be guilty of an offence. An authorised person such as a Garda 
or local authority official can: remove the caravan, store it until it is claimed by 
the owner, if not claimed after a certain period of time it can be disposed of.  14

This law was extremely significant in that it abruptly ended the parking of caravans on 

public roads. Travellers are no longer permitted to park their caravans wherever they 

wish, as they had done for hundreds of years. Numerous laws have been enacted 

regarding the Travellers; yet official ethnic minority status still eludes the Travellers. 

*UPDATE* (added November 23, 2018) This paper was written in August of 2013. As of  

March 1, 2017, the Irish government has officially recognised the Irish Travellers as an 

ethnic minority. See link for more information https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/

oireachtas/travellers-formally-recognised-as-an-ethnic-minority-1.2994309. 

 Obviously, the history of Irish Travellers has been a volatile one. The Travellers 

have few written sources regarding their history; therefore, it is difficult to trace their 

exact origin. Numerous studies lend credence to the concept that Irish Travellers 

 European Roma Rights Centre, “New Halting Sites Law for Irish Travellers,” Errc.org, January 13

5, 1999, http://www.errc.org/article/new-halting-sites-law-for-irish-travellers/2042 (accessed August 15, 
2013).

 Irish Traveller Movement, “Section 5. Evictions,” Itmtrav.ie http://itmtrav.ie/keyissues/myview/14

23 (accessed August 15, 2013).
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originated in pre-Celtic times. As has been mentioned already, the Travellers have a 

vastly different culture than other Gypsies in Europe. After briefly examining the history 

of Irish Travellers, one should explore some aspects of Irish Traveller culture. 

CULTURE OF THE TRAVELLERS 

While Irish Traveller culture is similar in some respects to Irish culture, it is 

totally unique in many ways. In order to understand how to effectively reach this ethnic 

group, one must understand their culture. Due to their cultural practices, the Irish 

Travellers are extremely affected by poverty, poor health, suicide, discrimination, and 

numerous other problems. 

One of the most unique aspects of Traveller culture is their language. When 

speaking to outsiders, Travellers would likely speak English with their own slang thrown 

in; however, they also have their own language. Referred to by the literary world as 

Shelta, the Travellers call their language Gammon or The Cant. This ancient language is a 

mixture of Irish Gaelic with a heavy influence from an undocumented and unknown 

source.  Here is an example of the present day form of Shelta, the text is taken from the 15

Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6:9b-11, 

Our gathra, who cradgies in the manyak-norch, We turry kerrath about your 
moniker. Let's turry to the norch where your jeel cradgies, And let your jeel shans 

 Ethnologue, “Shelta,” Ehtnologu.com http://www.ethnologue.com/language/sth (accessed 15

August 16, 2013).
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get greydied nosher same as it is where you cradgie. Bug us eynik to lush this 
thullis.  16

This hybrid language is extremely difficult for non-Travellers to understand and learn. 

One Irish American Traveller devoted much time to producing an online lexicon for 

English and Shelta; however, he keeps certain words secret and available only to 

Travellers.  17

 The Traveller community places a huge emphasis on family relations. In order to 

be a Traveller, one must be born into the Traveller community. Before the modernisation 

of Ireland, the Travellers usually stayed together in groups of two to four families while 

travelling throughout one or two counties repairing pots and pans and doing other types 

of work for their food or money.  The Travellers would find work on local farms, or by 18

tin-smithing (hence the name Tinkers), or through entertainment such as singing, playing 

music, or telling fortunes. Traditional folk music plays a large part in the Travellers’ 

culture. According to a Traveller Support Group,  

Travellers have a rich tradition of music and storytelling. In the past Travellers 
were revered for these talents and would bring their own music and stories to 
every place they travelled to. Their unique style of singing and playing music has 
influenced many Irish musicians.   19

 Wikipedia, “Shelta,” Wikipedia.org http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shelta (accessed August 16, 16

2013).

 Richard J. Walters, “Shelta to English Lexicon,” Travellersrest.org http://17

www.travellersrest.org/sheltanocant990418.htm (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Kari E. North, Lisa J. Martin, and Michael H. Crawford, “The Origins of the Irish Traveller and 18

the Genetic Structure of Ireland,” Annals of Human Biology 27, no. 5 (2000): 455.

 Sligo Traveller Support Group, “Culture and Heritage,” Stsg.ie http://www.stsg.ie/education/ 19

(accessed August 16, 2013).
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With the modernisation of the Irish economy came the collapse of Traveller’s primary 

form of making a living.  Increased farm mechanisation, rural depopulation, mass 20

production of plastic, and improved public transportation made the Traveller’s way of life 

and niche in the economy redundant.  This resulted in Travellers attempting to find work 21

in whatever manner possible. They are sometimes accused of scamming customers or 

stealing and damaging property while working. The unemployment rate in the Traveller 

community is extremely high. One examination of the Traveller community resulted in 

the following assessment:  

This low participation is attributed to a number of factors: a preference for self-
employment and work in the Traveller economy, discrimination, lack of skills and 
qualifications, low pay and poor work conditions, nomadism. The vast majority of 
Traveller households are dependent on social welfare.  22

Sadly, the Travellers seem stuck in a quandary of sorts. There is a tremendous need for 

better education and better sources of work for the Traveller community. 

 One of the primary focuses of civil rights groups attempting to aid Travellers is to 

provide better educational opportunities for Traveller children. Some of these groups such 

as the Irish Traveller Movement and Pavee Point Travellers’ Centre are focused on giving 

Traveller children better opportunities for education. Illiteracy is very high among 

 Niamh Reilly, “Women’s Rights as Cultural Rights: The Case of the Irish Travellers,” Human 20

Rights Dialogue (April 2005) http://www.carnegiecouncil.org/publications/archive/dialogue/2_12/ 
section_2/5144.html (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Fionola Meredith, “The Irish Traveller Community,” Culture: Northern Ireland.org (2011) 21

http://www.culturenorthernireland.org/article/751/the-irish-traveller-community (accessed August 16, 
2013).

 National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism, “Travellers in Ireland: An 22

Examination of Discrimination and Racism,” Nccri.ie http://www.nccri.ie/travellr.html (accessed August 
16, 2013).
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Travellers and it is becoming increasingly important to provide better educational 

opportunities for Traveller children. Another caveat to this problem is the fact that getting 

Traveller children to attend school comes in second place to numerous other social 

activities such as weddings, funerals, and baptisms.  According to one Traveller support 23

group, approximately 92% of the Traveller community does not have any formal 

qualifications or hold an education level above a General Certificate of Secondary 

Education.   24

Another area which impacts the Traveller culture and community is the area of 

health services and needs. Due to a high birth rate and a high mortality rate, children 

make up a large part of the Traveller community. When one examines the statistics, the 

high mortality and high birth rates cannot be missed,  

42% of Travellers are under 15 years of age compared with 21% of the general 
population, 63% of Travellers are under 25 years compared with 35% of the 
general population, 3% of Travellers are aged 65 years and over compared with 
13% of the general population, adult Travellers have three to four times the 
mortality rate of the general population, and the infant mortality rate for 
Travellers is 3.5 times higher than the general population.  25

These are just a few of the many statistics which highlight the fact that Travellers have a 

much higher mortality rate than the rest of the population. There is a need to improve 

 Cormac Forkan, “Traveller Children and Education: Progress and Problems,” Youth Studies 23

Ireland 1, no. 1 (Autumn 2006): 89.

 Armagh Travellers Support Group, “Facts and Figures,” Armaghtsg.org http://24

www.armaghtsg.org/index.php?page=facts-and-figures (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Sligo Traveller Support Group, “The All Ireland Traveller Health Study,” Stsg.ie http://25

www.stsg.ie/travellerhealth/ (accessed August 16, 2013).
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health standards among the Traveller community; however, there are numerous obstacles 

to achieving this goal such as nomadism, poor living conditions, and racism. 

 Another fascinating aspect of Traveller culture, centres on their nomadic way of 

life. Throughout their history, the Travellers would trek throughout Ireland in their 

caravans, parking wherever they liked. With new laws put into place, Travellers are no 

longer permitted to park their caravans anywhere. Specially designated halting sites 

located throughout Ireland were created specifically for Travellers. Generally, Travellers 

take superb care of their caravans. They believe it is unhygienic to use the toilet in the 

caravan, so they usually remove them.  Some Travellers have even moved into homes 26

and are therefore called “settled” Travellers. Even if a Traveller moves into a home, they 

remain loyal to their family, traditions, and culture. Horses have always been important to 

Travellers due to the fact that they pulled their caravans and wagons until the 1960s. 

Today, horses remain an important part of Traveller culture and economy as they often 

buy and sell horses at large fairs and gatherings.  27

 One of the most fascinating elements surrounding Traveller culture is their 

practice concerning weddings. Because the Traveller community is closely connected and 

marrying outside of the community is condemned, there is a high rate of incest and 

consanguinity within the community. Marrying second cousins is quite common within 

the Traveller community and arranged marriages are the norm. This leads to marriages at 

 Plymouth City Council, “Gypsy and Traveller Culture,” Plymouth.gov.uk http://26

www.plymouth.gov.uk/homepage/communityandliving/socialinclusion/gypsiesandtravellers.htm (accessed 
August 16, 2013), 4.

 Brian P. Conway, “Traveller Horses, Local Authorities, and Public Policy in Contemporary 27

Ireland,” Nomadic Peoples 8, no. 1 (2004): 66.
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a young age and in one survey it was found that 74% of Travellers were married by the 

age of twenty.  While they may marry young, Travellers train their children to refrain 28

from immorality.  Besides marrying at a young age, Traveller weddings are often large 29

with numerous relations and friends in attendance. A recent British documentary sparked 

major controversy with the Traveller community as it pictured the general Traveller 

population as condoning an act called “grabbing.” The documentary portrays this custom 

of Traveller boys grabbing Traveller girls to try and get a kiss from them. One Traveller 

states, “I’m a 47-year-old Traveller man and I’ve never heard of that term before the 

show… It’s grossly offensive, especially against women.”  The documentary also 30

depicts extremely glamorous and extravagant weddings. While weddings are an 

important time within the Traveller community, not everything that one sees in the 

documentary is accurate. 

 The Irish Travellers are devout Roman Catholics and remain religious despite the 

rise of atheism in Ireland. One quickly realises that Travellers mix religion with 

superstition. Especially when there is a funeral for a Traveller, people will carry various 

relics including images of Mary or other saints, medals, holy water, oils and ointments.  31

Some Travellers continue the custom of burning the caravan that a loved one has died 

 Irish Health, “Health and the Travelling Community,” Irishhealth.com http://28

www.irishhealth.com/article.html?id=1079 (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Gill Francis, “Traveller Voices,” City and Hackney, http://www.gypsy-traveller.org/wp-content/29

uploads/2010/08/Traveller-Voices.pdf (accessed August 16, 2013), 6-7.

 Martin Collins, “Pavee Point: Why These 6 Traveller Myths are Untrue,” The Journal (2013) 30

http://www.thejournal.ie/vee-point-why-these-7-traveller-myths-are-untrue-849182-Mar2013/ (accessed 
August 16, 2013).

 Maria Daly, “Irish Traveller Community,” Pavee Point Travellers Centre, 101.31
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in.  Travellers are baptised as infants, pursue their first communion, and study for 32

confirmation. As they grow older, men tend to distance themselves from going to mass 

and practicing their faith while women remain faithful to mass. Traveller women often 

pray for four main things, namely, “…that their daughters marry; that their daughters, 

once married, become pregnant; that their husbands or sons quit drinking; and that any 

health problems in the family are overcome.”  These are some of the most important 33

aspects of their prayer lives.  

 An aspect of Traveller culture that has been heavily popularised by YouTube and 

internet videos is bare-knuckle boxing. Traveller males love boxing and are deemed some 

of the toughest fighters. While boxing is very popular with Travellers, the Traveller 

community at large would not necessarily embrace bare-knuckle boxing. One Irish 

Traveller states, “Some Travellers are violent but it’s wrong to suggest that the whole 

community are…videos on YouTube are making it worse. It is an element in the 

community but not representative of Travellers as a whole.”  While some Travellers 34

enjoy fights, many of them would not condone such activity. 

 After catching a glimpse of Irish Traveller culture, one should take a few 

moments to focus on some of the biggest problems faced by the Travellers. Some of the 

largest problems in the Traveller community include suicide, drug abuse, alcoholism, 

 Ibid., 97.32

 Countries and their Cultures, “Irish Travelers – Religion and Expressive 33

Culture,”Everyculture.com http://www.everyculture.com/North-America/Irish-Travelers-Religion-and-
Expressive-Culture.html (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Martin Collins, “Pavee Point: Why These 6 Traveller Myths are Untrue,” The Journal (2013) 34

http://www.thejournal.ie/vee-point-why-these-7-traveller-myths-are-untrue-849182-Mar2013/ (accessed 
August 16, 2013).
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crime, poverty, and illiteracy. One of the biggest problems affecting the Traveller 

community is the high suicide rate. It is estimated that the suicide rate among Travellers 

is six times the national average.  Recently a feature story on an online newspaper ran 35

the following headline: “Irish Traveller Community Reeling as Four Teenagers Commit 

Suicide in a Week.” Many people were left questioning the reason for the four suicides, 

but some link them to discrimination and racism directed toward Traveller youths.  One 36

Traveller spokesperson made the following statement to the Irish government regarding 

suicide in the Traveller community: 

We see the hate in the media. We see it displayed by people in positions of 
responsibility: politicians, judges, policemen, teachers, doctors. We see it, we feel 
it and we experience it on a daily basis. We’ve been devalued within society. 
Never before, in my lifetime, have I seen such hate as I’ve seen in the last five 
years. If you open a newspaper, turn on the television, if you’re in a shop, if 
you’re on a train, there is anti-Traveller sentiment fired at you.  37

It is evident the Travellers feel an intense amount of hatred and discrimination from some  

sections of Irish society. 

 One final problem that should be briefly examined regarding the Traveller 

community centres on drug abuse and alcoholism. While these issues are widespread 

throughout Irish culture, it seems that it is a larger problem within the Traveller 

 Ronnie Fay, “Irish Society is Sadly Lacking Equality,” Irish Examiner, July 8, 2013, http://35

www.irishexaminer.com/analysis/irish-society-is-sadly-lacking-equality-236191.html (accessed August 16, 
2013).

 Irish Central Staff, “Irish Traveller Community Reeling as Four Teenagers Commit Suicide in a 36

Week,” Irishcentral.com, August 1, 2013, http://www.irishcentral.com/news/Irish-Traveller-community-
reeling-as-four-teenagers-commit-suicide-in-a-week--217820291.html (accessed August 16, 2013).

 Colin Gleeson, “High Suicide Rate Among Travellers Linked to “Hatred” in Irish Society,” The 37

Irish Times, April 18, 2013, http://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/high-suicide-rate-among-
travellers-linked-to-hatred-in-irish-society-1.1363784 (accessed August 16, 2013).
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community. Not only is drug abuse on the rise within the Traveller community, but drug 

dealing has become increasingly popular. Young men find drug dealing to be a more 

lucrative source of income than attempting to sell scrap metal, horse dealing, or other 

forms of labor.  Some research suggests that problems with alcoholism and drug use 38

within the Traveller community are linked to “dissipation of their culture and their 

experiences of marginalization, discrimination, depression, illiteracy and poverty.”  The 39

evidence suggests that Travellers suffer with depression, thus they look to drugs, alcohol, 

and suicide for relief from their pain. 

 One can learn much from studying the culture of Irish Travellers. This study of 

culture reveals the Travellers’ unique language, customs, traditions, and way of life. After 

examining Traveller culture, one quickly becomes aware of several problems within the 

Traveller community such as poverty, illiteracy, poor health, drug abuse, alcoholism, and 

suicide. This ethnographic study of Travellers leads to an examination of how to share the 

gospel with and minister to the Travelling community.  

MINISTRY TO THE TRAVELLERS 

After establishing an ethnographic study of the Travellers, one should study 

methods of effectively reaching the Travellers with the gospel and ministering to them. In 

 Marie-Claire van Hout, “Assimilation, Habitus and Drug Use Among Irish Travellers,” Critical 38

Public Health 21, no. 2 (June 2011): 212.

 Marie-Claire van Hout, “Alcohol Use and the Traveller Community in the West of Ireland,” 39

Drug and Alcohol Review 29, (January 2010): 59.
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order to accomplish this study, the author interviewed a total of six Irish pastors, 

American missionaries, and Irish laymen from across Northern Ireland and the Republic 

of Ireland. These interviews were conducted via e-mail and produced some fascinating 

observations regarding ministry to the Travellers. Due to the sensitivity of this subject, all 

of the interviewees will remain anonymous.  

All of the interviewees have had some interaction with the Travelling community, 

both positive and negative. One American pastor in the Republic of Ireland highlighted 

some of the reasons behind Irish society’s widespread racism toward Travellers;  

The biggest reason people objected so strongly to the travelers [sic] in the first 
place was because they would halt on a site, it was illegal to remove them, and 
when and if they ever moved on they most always left a huge mess that the public 
had to clean, or pay to have cleaned up- to the tune of thousands and hundreds of 
thousands of euro.   40

Due to this habit of trashing a site and moving on, Travellers have gained a negative 

reputation with the Irish people. An Irishman reinforces these observations with his 

personal experience, stating,  

I have seen the damage that travellers have done to private property – usually by 
severe littering. They have taken over private lands near my home several times 
and by the time an eviction order has been served on them, usually after several 
weeks or months, they have left enough debris and rubbish behind them to cost 
the landowners many thousands of Euros in clean-up costs.  41

While the Travellers today have a negative reputation with some Irish people, they did 

not always have such a reputation. As another Irishman states,  

 Interview with an American missionary via e-mail, April 21, 2013.40

 Interview with an Irishman via e-mail, April 30, 2013.41
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I've had a variety of experiences with the Travellers during my lifetime, and very 
few of them positive. Going back to the generation of my grandfather and beyond, 
the travellers would have been widely more accepted. A lot of them had genuine 
skills that they would employ as they travelled around from town to town. But 
most of these skills have long since gone by the way side with Ireland's increasing 
modernisation.  42

As can be clearly seen from this Irishman’s experience, the Travellers’ culture has 

changed dramatically in recent times. 

 Numerous secular sources notice the widespread rejection of and discrimination 

against Travellers in Irish society. One researcher writes,  

Young Travellers face discrimination on a daily basis through denial of access and 
verbal and physical abuse, purely on the basis of their identity as Travellers. They 
experience being followed around shops and being refused entry to sports halls, 
cinemas and discos etc. This constant discrimination coupled with the effects of 
indirect discrimination which affects access to health services, education and 
employment can lead young Travellers to feel socially unaccepted, inferior to 
other young people and they can experience a lack of pride in their culture, 
anxiety about their identity and low self-esteem.  43

There is a huge need to reach the Travelling community; especially to reach out to the 

youth in the community and provide them with an everlasting hope of salvation. The 

children growing up in these communities are raised with a certain mentality and often 

become fiercely loyal to their identity due to the discrimination they face. 

 One of the most beneficial elements of the interviews conducted by the author, 

were the questions on what types of ministry has been employed to reach the Traveller 

 Interview with an Irishman via e-mail, April 26, 2013.42

 Liz Loftus and Marie Fitzpatrick, “Section Four: Working With Young Travellers,” Youth.ie 43

(2012) http://www.youth.ie/sites/youth.ie/files/Chapter%204%20-%20working%20with%20young 
%20Travellers %20-%20all%20Ireland_1.pdf (accessed August 17, 2013), 7-8.
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community and what are some ideas that might be effective in reaching the Travellers 

with the gospel. One Irish pastor stated,  

They are a closed culture, and it really would take a dedicated worker to reach 
them.  I believe the only way they can be reached is from within.  They do not 
generally trust outsiders, and even if a relationship is built, they quickly will 
choose culture above the relationship.  44

This statement highlights the difficulty of penetrating the cultural barriers set up by the 

Travellers. One Irish interviewee echoed this pastors comments by stating, 

The best person to bring the Gospel to a traveller is another traveller. If you see 
one saved, you have an entry into their community. Otherwise you will be a 
stranger for a generation at least.  45

It becomes apparent after reading these perspectives that the most effective way to reach 

Travellers is through a Traveller or someone that has gained their respect. 

 These observations lead one to wonder whether anyone has been able to lead a 

Traveller through the difficult path between staunch superstition and Catholicism to a 

genuine relationship with God through Jesus Christ. One American pastor knows of a 

couple which have a ministry to the Traveller community. Although this couple has been 

successful in some communities, they have not been able to break into the closed 

community located near this American pastor.  This same pastor knows a born again 46

Traveller who is attempting to reach his own community. One can visit this Traveller’s 

website and find numerous poems and videos that he has written to reach his people with 

 Interview with an Irish pastor via e-mail, May 3, 2013.44

 Interview with an Irishman via e-mail, April 30, 2013.45

 Interview with an American missionary via e-mail, April 22, 2013.46
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the glorious gospel of Jesus Christ.  This sort of ministry to the Traveller community is 47

far more effective than an outsider alone attempting to penetrate the difficult cultural and 

religious boundaries inherent within the Traveller community. 

 The author has experienced the potential of this style of outreach during the 

summer of 2013. An Irishman who grew up in a rough neighbourhood with numerous 

settled Travellers living there has begun a ministry in the community. This unique 

ministry is run by an unsaved settled Traveller and this born again Irishman. This 

Irishman’s desire is to impact children’s lives and direct them to Christ through the 

formation of a boxing club. Coming from a background of heavy drug abuse and fighting, 

this Irishman is established in the community and is having a positive influence in 

children’s lives. The author was able to assist in the running of this boxing club on 

several different occasions and found that the children had a deep respect for the 

Irishman. Even the settled Traveller knew about the difference in this Irishman’s life and 

the Irishman was able to share the gospel with him.  

 One of the most effective ways to reach a Traveller would be through gaining 

respect within their community. This task may seem daunting, but it is certainly possible. 

One Irishman writes, “They enjoy the persona they have of being tough and 

untouchable… I think to communicate with them effectively you really have to gain their 

respect.”  Gaining the respect of the Traveller community is difficult to obtain; however, 48

 To view this Travellers’ website visit http://williestokes.com/ 47

 Interview with an Irishman via e-mail, April 26, 2013.48
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if one does gain their respect, one would certainly have a huge opportunity to reach 

numerous Travelling communities.  

 One American pastor has befriended some Travellers and does have opportunity 

to witness to them. However, he has found it extremely difficult to penetrate the 

Travellers’ code of conduct and their devotion to Catholicism. One suggestion this pastor 

makes is to reach the Travellers through teaching English classes.  There is a high 49

illiteracy rate among Travellers and if one devoted time to teaching them English or 

offering free English courses, then one might potentially build relationships and share the 

gospel with them. It would be more effective to reach them by holding these classes at a 

community centre or near the Traveller halting site. Perhaps this strategy could be 

employed in certain regions of the country to great effect.  

 Another American pastor has had some success in reaching the Traveller 

community through holding Holiday Bible Clubs or other programmes geared toward 

reaching youth. Traveller children are often discriminated against and grow up in harsh 

surroundings. As has been proven by statistics presented earlier in this research, 

Travellers have an extremely high birth rate compared to the rest of Ireland. This leads to 

numerous children growing up in rough areas with very little to do. This American 

missionary writes of his experiences, stating,  

I think that reaching Travellers through their children and young people is a very 
good strategy.  We found that to be quite effective.  But I would say that it would 
be best to try to find someplace to meet in their own neighbourhood so that you 
do not have to deal with transportation issues and you have parents close by for 
accountability and support.  Of course, you should really try to go out and visit 

 Interview with an American missionary via e-mail, April 21, 2013.49
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with the families.  Often the fathers seem to not be available but I think talking to 
them about their children and what you have been teaching them would be a very 
good idea.  50

Perhaps reaching Traveller children with the gospel would lead to opportunities to reach 

adults. One must be extremely careful when reaching children in that community because 

any disturbance might lead to expulsion from the community and a damaged testimony. 

However, if done properly this ministry to Traveller children could yield great fruit. 

As has been seen earlier through ethnographic research, there is a massive 

problem with drug abuse and alcoholism among Travellers. One researcher highlights this 

problem, stating,  

There is a need for Traveller trained addiction counselors, in order to engage with 
and support those Traveller experiencing problematic use and addiction. In 
addition, there must be some female Traveller trained addiction counselors 
particularly in light of the severe lack of Traveller women accessing services.  51

This observation made by a secular researcher could potentially open doors of 

opportunity for biblical counsellors. If biblical counsellors could be trained with an 

understanding of the Traveller culture, they could potentially council and assist Travellers 

physically by helping them overcome drug and alcohol addiction and spiritually by 

presenting them with the gospel – the source of lasting change and victory over addiction. 

 After carefully analysing Traveller culture and history, one might suggest several 

possibilities for reaching the Traveller community with the gospel. Perhaps the most 

effective way of reaching Travellers is through a born again Traveller or someone who 

 Interview with an American missionary via e-mail, May 1, 2013.50

 Marie-Claire van Hout, “Travellers and Substance Use – Implications for Service Provision,” 51

International Journal of Health Promotion and Education 48, no. 2 (2010): 39.
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has gained the respect of the community. Another possible way of reaching the Travellers 

is through providing some sort of service or outreach to them such as addiction 

counselling or free English courses. This would provide opportunities to build 

relationships with Travellers and would certainly open up opportunities to share the 

gospel with them. A final strategy one might employ to reach Travellers is through some 

type of youth outreach. Whatever method is employed, the goal must be the sharing of 

the gospel of Jesus Christ with the Travellers. 

CONCLUSION 

The Irish Travellers are a fascinating group of people with a remarkable history 

and culture. While they are similar to Gypsies, the Travellers are a distinctly separate 

ethnic minority found in Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The 

origination of the Travellers is up for debate among scholars, but it seems most likely that 

they originate from a pre-Celtic group of people. The Traveller’s unique culture and 

customs have defined their community for centuries. After establishing a brief 

ethnography of the Irish Travellers, one can explore potential ministry opportunities to 

the Traveller community. 

There is a tremendous need to reach Travellers with the gospel. Numerous 

problems exist within the Traveller community including drug abuse, alcoholism, poor 

health, illiteracy, poverty, and suicide. These problems continue to pervade Traveller 
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culture and present an opportunity for Christians to reach the Travellers with the gospel. 

Through conducting free English lessons, addiction counselling, or youth outreach, one 

might be able to build relationships and show a genuine compassion and care for these 

people. Probably the most effective way of reaching the Travellers would be through an 

insider in their community or someone who has established a good rapport and 

relationship with the community. Perhaps all that one may be able to do at this time is 

sincerely pray for the salvation of the Travellers and for God to work in their hearts and 

lives. Reaching the Travellers with the gospel is extremely important, and will require 

dedicated Christians who are motivated by Christlike love for the Travellers.  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